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I Robert Lane Declare as follows:

I am the Advertising Account Executive for San Diego Coastal Newspapers. Om-
organization includes the following publications: The La Jolla Light, Del Mar Times,
Solana Beach Sun, Cannel Valley Leader and Rancho Santa Fe Record;

I have known DIANNE YORK-GOLDMAN ("Dianne") for 8 years. As an advertising
professional I can attest to Dianne's marketing expertise. Diarnie is the "face of La Jolla
Spa, MD, Inc. ("LJSMD"). Her advertismg strategies, in my professional opinion are the
reason that the Spa has developed the great reputation that it has in such a short amount
of time. Her presence in the media, not only through paid advertisements, but from an
editorial and public relations standpoint has established the Spa and dermatological
practice as the leader in your industry.

Diaime's ability to negotiate rates and positions for advertismg has allowed her to
dramatically lower her costs and increase sales. She has always been very scrutinizing in
her choices in media. Furthermore, her personal networking and philanthropic nature has
developed the company's name and reputation in a way that otterwise would have been
impossible to achieve.

Dianne's photographs have been consistently utilized as a marketing tool throû  ads in
our publications, as well as magazines such as, 0 Magazine, In Style, Elle, Marie Claire,
Harper's Bazaar, Good Housekeeping, Self, Allure, 944 and Le. Jolla Magazine.

During the period in which I have known her, Dianne has been LJSMD's spokesperson,
as well as a model for services such as the "Micro Laser Peal" treatment offered by the
Medical Spa. Dianne's role is exemplified in a DVD produced to market a process
knovm as, "Micro Laser Peal". The DVD which was shown to audiences for years 2002
through 2007, depicts Dianne as the patient receiving the Mien? Laser Peal treatment.
Dianne is the CEO of DYG Mineral Makeup, as well as LJSMD. She also founded a teen
age skin care company known as "You Glow Girl" and co-authored a popular series ofthe same name, as well as; The Ultimate Skin Care Guide for Teens and Basic Beauty for
Teens Journal and an illustrated children's book entitled " Fun in the Sun Safely" which
was awarded the distinguished Gold Triangle Award by The American Academy of
Dermatology. Moreover, she serves on the advisory panel for " Healthy Skin and Hair a
journal for the general public sent to all practicing dermatologists and lecture throughout
the country on subjects such as Health, Skin Care and Beauty.

I declare under penaltŷ peijury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed this jjay of June, 2008 in San Diego, California.
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